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Academic Honors
earning an Associates Degree
Geneva came to Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) after
Academy for Health and Medical
in General Science from Raritan Valley Community College. The
nts a unique opportunity to earn an
Sciences along with Raritan Valley Community College gives stude
a. Geneva decided to attend
associate’s degree in General Science as well as a high school diplom
of the classes offered were geared
the academy because she wanted to be a doctor and the majority
toward medicine.
l Studies. After being exposed to
As a student at CWRU, Geneva has chosen to major in Internationa
d to major in humanities. Because
many of the hard science courses, Geneva decided that she wante
learning important topics in the
she was pursuing pre-med, Geneva wanted to make sure she was
l Studies with a concentration
humanities alongside the sciences. She chose to major in Internationa
various cultures and their health.
in Global Health because the major allows her to take classes about
e curious about how social
Because she grew up in the Philippines and America, Geneva becam
not to become a doctor, she would
inequality affects a person’s health. In addition, if Geneva decides
like to work for the World Health Organization.
ing an Acting Minor. Growing up,
In addition to her International Studies Major, Geneva is also pursu
pursued acting before college. After
Geneva had always been interested in acting. However, she never
it. She then decided to minor in acting
taking an acting class this past semester, Geneva fell in love with
r it is important to know how to be
because it gave her more confidence. Geneva thinks that as a leade
a strong role in improving her public
able to speak well in public. She believes that acting has played
one else’s experiences, and this will
speaking skills. Lastly, acting allows Geneva to live through some
continue to help her understand the diverse people she serves.
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Campus and Community Involvement
Cleveland community. Perhaps her largest involvement
In her free time, Geneva likes to get involved on campus and in the
a lot of responsibilities. Initially Geneva was elected
is with the Residence Hall Association where she has been gaining
entative. Community Representatives serve as general
to the Clarke Tower Community Council as a Community Repres
within the group. In addition, these representatives are
council members where roles and responsibilities are determined
a quickly found herself applying to become a General
not required to attend the General Body meetings each week. Genev
ts on a larger scale.
Body At-Large Member where she could advocate for her residen
President on her council. Geneva stepped up to take the
It was not long before Geneva found herself filling the role of Vice
months later, Geneva found herself taking on the highest
role after the President moved on to the executive board. A couple
what she will bring to the council this semester.
responsibility of a council, President. Everyone is excited to see
and programs. For instance, she helped organize and
Since joining RHA, Geneva has been involved in several initiatives
campus. In addition, Geneva has been really focused on
delegate for Jack Bash, one of the largest annual RHA events on
have sparked the beginning of some new initiatives on
getting feedback and ideas from residents. Some of these ideas
e which could draw students together in the dining halls.
campus. For example, Geneva has made a push for a new initiativ
Undergraduate Student Government (USG). She serves
Geneva also volunteers her time to serve as the RHA liaison for the
s it is important for RHA to collaborate with other
as the RHA liaison for USG’s General Assemblies because she believe
because she feels that the CWRU community will
organizations on campus. It is important to her to serve as the liaison
benefit from a strong relationship between the two organizations.
The board works to address appeals made by
Outside of RHA, Geneva serves on the Residence Life Appeal Board.
administrative hearings. The appeal is reviewed by the
students who do not agree with a decision of the Residence Life
opportunity to voice their opinions. Geneva believes that
board, and additional meetings can be held to give the student an
she is given the opportunity to hear about their issues.
being a part of the board helps her understand residents better as
her free time as a Center for Civic Engagement and
In addition to the Residence Life Appeal Board, Geneva spends
te 50 hours of volunteer service and attend five
Learning Scholar, or CCEL Scholar. A CCEL Scholar must comple
scholar because she wanted to get acclimated to the
community-focused programs. Geneva chose to apply to be a CCEL
that this opportunity has encouraged her to reach out to
CWRU and Cleveland community through service. Geneva thinks
those who are in need.
Leads is an organization that believes healthcare
Geneva gets her volunteer hours as a Health Leads Volunteer. Health
solutions to improve their overall health by helping
providers should not only manage a patient’s disease but also find
ers connect patients to resources that could help
patients who lack basic needs such as food. Health Leads volunte
to serve four hours at University Hospitals, two hours
them obtain what they need. Every week volunteers are expected
sure they were successful or unsuccessful with the
at leadership trainings, and two hours of calling patients to make
resources we provided for them.
the patients instead of treating the disease. Geneva
As a pre-med student, Geneva has always been fascinated by treating
believes that Health Leads would be the perfect program
wants to investigate how social inequalities affect health, and she
center ask “what’s the point of prescribing an antibiotic
to explore this idea. She witnessed a presenter at the information
have access to electricity?” This question really got her
if that antibiotic needs to be refrigerated and the patient does not
for patients outside of what patients medically need.
thinking about how people in the health field should find resources
t in helping patients beyond their medical needs as well
Working with Health Leads will allow geneva to explore her interes
as gain relevant clinical work.
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CAACURH Involvement
has taken plenty of initiative in becoming
While she has only been at CWRU for about six months, Geneva
conference at The George Washington
involved on the regional level. Geneva attended her first CAACURH
the opportunity to present her program,
University this past November. As a first-time delegate, Geneva took
Build-A-Leader, with the following description:
traits that are important to them. First, I
“This program will help students understand the different leadership
to build the perfect partner to work with on
will give them a scenario where their employer has just asked them
. This money will be used to determine the
an important project. They are given only a certain amount of money
ship traits have more value than others.
different leadership traits that their partner will possess. Certain leader
skills, independent, sense of humor, very
Some of these traits include: hard working, great communication
ng, able to delegate, positive, resilient, etc.
committed, creative, confident, honest, trustworthy, passionate, inspiri
team to come up with the best traits within the
After each student creates their partner, we will collaborate as a
everyone is perfect and possess every single
limited budget. This exercise will help students understand that not
on which leadership traits are important to
leadership quality there is. In addition, it will give students an idea
them.”
if she could spend some time in boardroom.
Geneva enjoyed her time at the conference so much that she asked
boardroom.
As a result, she was able to serve about an hour as a proxy in RHA
of the NCC. She decided to reach out to the
Once back at CWRU, Geneva became more interested in the role
Her efforts eventually led to her sitting in on an
current NCC to see if she could find out more about the position.
during executive elections in February.
NCC chat which has since influenced her to pursue the position

Goals for the Future
nt

such as the Undergraduate Stude
Develop better relationships with other organizations on campus
Government and the National Residence Hall Honorary
Run for the executive board
Increase membership
Continue to be involved in the CWRU and Cleveland community
Provide more opportunities for RHA members to meet and bond

•
•
•
•
•

Strengths
others and work to help others reach their
1. Developer - Individuals with this strength see the potential in
success.
hing happens for a reason and have a
2. Connectedness - Individuals with this strength believe that everyt
strong value system.
values.
3. Belief - Individuals with this strength stick to their strong core
tion.
4. Context - Individuals with this strength look to the past for inspira
for achievement.
5. Achiever - Individuals with this strength have a constant need
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The Interview
What’s your favorite conference cheer?
always liked that cheer because I think it has
“My favorite conference cheer is “L-O-V-E! Love you, love you!” I’ve
them you love them and two is to remind
two important meanings. One is to spread love to everyone by telling
that person to love themselves.”
What advice would you give to incoming freshmen?
, “Dream. Try. Do good.” Ever since I
“One of my favorite shows, Boy Meets World, ended with this saying
hard to dream, try and do good when you’re
watched the finale, I’ve tried to live by those words. However, it’s
who you are because even though you’re not
not comfortable with you are. My advice is to never apologize for
then will you be able to dream, try and do
perfect, you are enough. When you learn to truly love yourself, only
good.”
What moment are you most proud of?
the small moments are actually the ones that
“As my brain tries to ponder this question I keep thinking about how
or gives you recognition and you’re just left
define our future endeavors, the ones where no one claps for you
nt in RHA is when I emailed Victoria, the RHA
alone in the quiet to listen to your own voice. My proudest mome
nt because I took a risk and jumped without
president, that I would love to be part of RHA. I’m proud of that mome
continued to change my life. Being a part of
looking and without realizing it at that moment that one email has
also gotten so many opportunities to experience
RHA has given me my most cherished friends and mentors. I’ve
ally president of my council. Sending an
so many wonderful moments such as being vice president and eventu
the smallest moments are sometimes the most
email to someone might seem like a small moment but like I said
monumental.”
How have you grown through your leadership experience?
takes to be president. I never thought it made
“I always thought I was the kind of leader that didn’t have what it
a president and not be a president--at least
me a worse or better leader. I just thought I was better suited to help
er, sometimes life puts us in situations
not yet. I was completely comfortable being behind the scenes. Howev
ent had to step down, I had two options. One
where we have to make a choice. When I learned my council presid
it. I wasn’t sure what path to choose but after
was to walk away from the opportunity and the other was to take
thing stopping me was fear of not being good
hours of deliberation, I realized I had to take it because the only
I’ve learned that I will never let fear stop me
enough. Unfortunately, I don’t think I’ll ever stop being afraid but
happen is that I fail and for me failure is just
from accomplishing what I want to do. I figure the worst that could
synonymous with learning and growing from your mistakes.”
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Testimonials
The RHA mascot at CWRU is a weepul, a round fluffy creatures with googly eyes. As a result, CWRU tends to
have a lot of these little toys floating around. At conferences, delegates may also see these floating around as
CWRU delegates tend to give them out as a form of recognition. Internally, CWRU RHA uses the weepul as a form
of recognition for a member who has done something great in the past week. Below are two nominations that were
written for Geneva:

“Geneva embodies what it means to be an RHA member by constantly working to build community for those
around her. Whenever there is something that needs to be done for the organization Geneva is always one of
the first to volunteer and goes above and beyond to help in any way possible. For example, Geneva attended
CAACURH but went beyond the delegation expectations and presented an amazing program on leadership.
When the Exec board needed volunteers for the “For the Kids” philanthropy event Geneva was one of the few who
attended and even stayed until the last exec member left. Just through interactions with Geneva, I get the sense
that she is very passionate about RHA, helping others, and building community. Thanks for being such an amazing
member of RHA!”
Acadia Fairchild, RHA Vice President of Residential Relations

Not only did she immediately step up to
“Geneva has already done so much in RHA and it’s only been a week.
so enthusiastically. She was a great contributor
take on a community rep position after being written in, but she did
supporting her fellow Clarke Tower members.
at retreat, asking great questions and making great comments, and
e member and truly showed that she is
She is the only new member who applied to be a General Body at-larg
Body. I have no doubt that Geneva will do great
passionate about RHA and will make a great addition to General
rful job setting a great starting tone.”
things for Clarke Tower and for RHA this year, and she’s done a wonde
Victoria Robinson, RHA President
In addition to the “Weepul” of the week submissions, RHA’s Vice President of Internal Development decided to put
together a form for gathering support for Geneva. The following is an example of the impact that Geneva makes in
the organization:
“Although she is new to RHA, let alone Case Western Reserve University, Geneva has stepped up as Clarke
Tower Community Council’s VP and does her job well. She contributes meaningful ideas to every council meeting
and is always supportive of her fellow council members. Through these contributions, Geneva has grown confident
in her leadership. Geneva is also the go-to person for help when it comes down to preparing for a Clarke Tower
community event. For Jack Bash, an annual pumpkin-dropping event hosted by Clarke Tower Community
Council, Geneva made fabulous decorations and delegated tasks to volunteers. Not only did she delegate, she
also volunteered and returned sound equipment from Jack Bash when no one else was available. In addition,
she helped create marketing material and was the first to volunteer to carry food to a de-stress event the council
hosted for its residents during finals week. Even outside of council-related events, Geneva tirelessly seeks ways
to improve the community. She has done research on events and workshops at other campuses, such as UNC
Chapel Hill’s Tunnel of Oppression, to help improve Case Western by collaborating with the different organizations
on campus. Geneva has come a long way from the beginning of the year, and because of her endless positivity,
selflessness, and passion, Geneva should win the First Year Experience Award.”
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Essay
were created from an opportunity
When high school ended, I realized that some of my best memories
, SkillsUSA. Back then, I walked with
I got as a freshman to join a leadership development organization
school’s SkillsUSA chapter has
my head down and no confidence. However, through the years our
as a leader. Somehow, as soon
helped me find my voice as well as improve upon the personal skills
champion for career pathways
as I joined SkillsUSA, doors kept opening for me: becoming a state
rence twice, being elected as a NJ
for two consecutive years, attending the National SkillsUSA Confe
tion at Capitol Hill, and travelling all
State Officer, advocating for SkillsUSA and Career Technical Educa
e incoming SkillsUSA members.
around different New Jersey schools to educate, motivate, and inspir
turned me from being someone
These experiences have forever shaped my personal skills and have
people to someone who is a leader.
who could not even get the courage to stand in front of a room of
to find an organization, like
When arrived at Case Western Reserve University, I was desperate
d of clubs I signed up for, I was
SkillsUSA, that would enhance my leadership skills. Despite the myria
t until I received an email from the RHA
lost on which one would suit my goals and expectations. It wasn’
Association, which quickly became
President, Victoria, that I became a member of the Residence Hall
, she explained how I had been
an organization that leveled my passion for SkillsUSA. In her email
I quickly accepted without knowing
written in as a Community Representative for my residence hall.
ization. In an attempt to be a
the opportunities that I would be presented with as part of the organ
an at-large member, I was expected
more involved member, I decided to be an at-large member. As
ngs, I found the most incredible
to attend General Body meetings every week and during those meeti
ng and realizing that there was never a
friends and roles models. I remember walking home from a meeti
meeting that I didn’t have a smile on my face.
an at-large member, when the spot
Even though I was happy to be a Community Representative and
d the position. As vice president, I
of vice president for my residence hall opened up, I instantly wante
sentatives on the Residence Life
became more involved and was also chosen to one of the RHA repre
rence, where I presented a program.
Appeal Board as well as a first year delegate the CAACURH confe
bilities students like me can create
My experiences at CAACURH opened my eyes to the endless possi
passionate about the positive changes
for college residents. Being in an environment where everyone is
interest in RHA.
they make back to their residential college communities fueled my
to succeed in my future endeavors.
Being an RHA member has definitely enhanced the soft skills I need
and support that my fellow RHA
I am grateful for this nomination and even more thankful for the love
ization that has truly become a
members has given me. I feel extremely lucky to be part of an organ
second family and a home away from home.
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